Mutation rates can vary across the residues of a protein, but when multiple sequence alignments are computed for protein sequences, the same choice of values for the substitution score and gap penalty parameters is often used across their entire length. We provide for the first time a new method called adaptive local realignment that automatically uses diverse alignment parameter settings in different regions of the input sequences when computing protein multiple sequence alignments. This allows parameter settings to locally adapt across the length of a protein to more closely match varying mutation rates.
INTRODUCTION
It has been known since the 1960s that proteins can have distinct mutation rates at different positions in the protein sequence. Some positions of a protein may remain unchanged for long periods of time, while other regions change a great deal (often called "hypermutable" regions). This has led to work in phylogenetic reconstruction that takes variable mutation rates into account when building trees from sequences. In multiple sequence alignment, however, to our knowledge variation in mutation rates across sequences has yet to be exploited to improve alignment accuracy. Multiple sequence alignments are typically computed using a single choice of values for the parameters of the alignment scoring function. This single parameter choice affects how residues across the sequences are aligned, and implicitly assumes a uniform mutation rate. In contrast, our approach identifies regions that may have been misaligned under a single parameter choice, and finds alternate parameter choices that may more closely match the local mutation rate.
We present a method that removes sections of an alignment and attempts to improve the overall alignment accuracy by replacing them with better alignments of each section. To our knowledge this is the first approach that adapts to variation in mutation rate along a protein to improve alignment accuracy by changing the underlying values of alignment parameters at different locations.
METHODS
The adaptive local realignment method takes as input a multiple sequence alignment, and a set of parameter choices for an aligner. The method can be viewed as an alignment polisher.
We exploit techniques developed for global parameter advising to create in effect a local parameter advisor. First we find columns of the alignment that we have identified as being of extremely high or low quality and use these to define regions on which the initial parameter choice may be inappropriate. Parameter advising [2] is then used to find new alignments of these sections that may be more accurate. If the realignment of a region is better we replace it in the starting alignment. Once all regions have been examined we iterate the entire process to continually refine the global alignment.
We combine adaptive local realignment with global parameter advising to further increase accuracy. The adaptive local realignment procedure relies on the initial alignment having some correctly aligned regions. To ensure this is true we use global advising to choose an initial alignment that has a higher accuracy than using the default aligner parameters. In practice we run adaptive local realignment on all alternate alignments within the global advising process.
Realignment regions
Distinguishing regions of the input alignment that are correctly aligned from those which need to be realigned is an essential step for adaptive local realignment. We use Facet (feature-based accuracy estimator, [2] ) to calculate the estimated accuracy for a column using a weighted sum of the estimated accuracy for sliding windows over the input. Because Facet uses non-local measurements of accuracy the larger the window the more accurate the estimate of accuracy but the less granularity there will be on the column scores. Columns that have extremely low accuracy are used as seeds for defining alignment regions and those with extremely high accuracy are used as barriers. The seeds are then expanded until they reach a barrier. These seeded regions are extracted and realigned.
Local advising
Local advising relies on the methods described previously for global parameter advising. For each alignment region we extract the unaligned subsequences. We then compute a set of candidate alignments using each parameter choice in a precomputed input set. The advisor then uses Facet to choose the realignment that has the higher estimated accuracy (the advisor may also choose to keep the original).
Finally, the global Facet score of the original alignment is compared with that of the adaptive local realignment result. The global alignment with the highest accuracy is returned.
RESULTS
We assess the improvement gained by using adaptive local realignment using a set of standard protein multiple sequence alignment benchmarks. The details of these benchmarks and the advisor sets we use can be found in [1] .
There is an overabundance of easy-to-align benchmarks in most benchmarks suites, therefore the average accuracy tends to be very high. To overcome the fact that this overabundance is not likely true in practice we bin the benchmarks by their accuracy under the default parameter choices in the Opal aligner (facet.cs.arizona.edu). We calculate the average accuracy of the aligner (or advisor) over bins rather than averaged over individual benchmarks. Because of this the average accuracy of the default parameter choice is near 50%. The binning is based on the Opal default alignments but most popular aligners such as Clustal Omega (47.3%), Muscle (48.4%), Mafft (51.0%) also have default accuracy near 50%. Figure 1 shows the accuracy of using local adaptive realignment. The size of the advisor set that is used for both local and global advising is along the horizontal axis. Because the aligner is called for each parameter choice in the set, a smaller set will take less time, but may not have as high of an average accuracy. The accuracy of the alignments produced by the advisor is shown on the vertical axis. Notice that the default parameter choice for Opal and other aligner defaults is near 50% accuracy because of our benchmark binning. Using local or global advising alone can greatly increase accuracy of multiple sequence alignment over using only a single default parameter choice, but combing both methods increases accuracy even more. When using an advisor set of size 10, the increase in accuracy over using the default parameter choice is almost 10% accuracy, while increase over using only global advising is about 3.5%.
The boost in accuracy is even more pronounced on the hardest to align benchmarks where we see an increase of 23.0% and 25.6% (benchmarks with default alignment accuracy <10% and 10%-20% respectively) over using only the default parameter choice. This is an increase of 5.9% and 6.4% more than using global advising alone.
CONCLUSION
We have presented to our knowledge the first method that attempts to improve protein multiple sequence alignments by locally adapting alignment parameter choices to the nonuniformity of a protein sequence's evolutionary history. Using adaptive local realignment alone greatly improves the accuracy of alignments generated using the optimal default parameters. The accuracy is improved much further when combined with the existing method for global parameter advising using the Facet estimator.
The Opal alignment tool, which can perform both local and global advising using Facet, and advisor sets for Opal, can be downloaded at facet.cs.arizona.edu.
